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NOTICE AND DISCLAIMER

This report has been funded wholly by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) under
Contract Numbers 68-W-00-084 and 68-W-03-038. It is intended solely to provide general information
about current technologies for monitoring containment liners and covers. The report is not intended,
nor can it be relied upon to create any rights enforceable by any party in litigation with the United
States. Mention of trade names or commercial products does not constitute endorsement or
recommendation for use. Cover illustrations are reprinted from Ground Water Monitoring &
Remediation with permission of the National Ground Water Association. Copyright 1997.

Copies of this report are available free of charge from the National Service Center for Environmental
Publications (NSCEP), P.O. Box 42419, Cincinnati, OH 45242-0419; telephone (800) 490-9198 or
(513) 490-8190; or facsimile (513) 489-8695. Refer to document EPA 542-R-04-013, Survey of
Technologies for Monitoring Containment Liners and Covers. This document can also be obtained
through EPA's Hazardous Waste Clean-Up Information (CLUIN) System on the Web at
http.//cluin.org.

For more information about this report, please contact: Kelly Madalinski, U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency, Technology Innovation Program (5102G), 1200 Pennsylvaniai Avenue, NW,
Washington, DC 20460; telephone (703) 603-9901or email madalinski.kellvyiepa.gov.
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- EXECUTIVE-SUMMARY

Regulations governing the design of engineered liners and covers for hazardous waste landfills and
surface impoundments were issued in 1982 'with the promulgation of Resource Conservation and
Re'overy Act (RCRA) Subtitle C rules. These regulations were performance based and required
installation of a' double linersystem and a c66over having a permeability equal to or less than that of the
liner system. The goal of RCRA Subtitle C landfill iegulations was to ensure that thle primary liner and
leachate collection system collect and treat aiiy iquids that enter a containment unit. Because Subtitle
C containment units receive hazardous wastes, a second composite liner with'a leachate collection
system beneath the primary liner was required. In effect, this second liner acts as a leak detection
system for the primary liner and serves as a backup barrier to contain any leachate that manages to
penetrate the primary liner. With the compacted soil base of the liner and the very low leachate head
expected to exist on the overlying geomembrane, regulators anticipated 'that there would be minimal
chance of a release of leachate'to the'environiment.

In 1991, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) promulgated RCRA Subtitle D rules, regulating
the design of engineered liners and covers for municipal solid waste landfills. These regulations were
also performance based and specified a composite liner construction, or its equivalent, ahd a cover
having a permeability of I 0` cm/s or less, or equal to or less than the liner system. Since co-disposal
with hazardous wastes was'nf longer allowed, regulators determined that the leachate'generated at
municipal solid waste landfills would be considerably less of an environmental problem than at
hazardous landfills. Thus, only one composite liner was deemed necessary.

Regulations under Subtitles C and D identify several common' methods for measuring the performance
of liner and coversystems, including the'visiual inspection of covers, observation'of leachate levels and
rates, and installation of groundwater quality monitoring wells downgradient of the landfill; This report
examines a variety of technologies that can further measure performanie of covers and liners. Liner
technologies monitor the vadose zone beneath containment system liners and/or provide an early
warning of releases before they can ha e an impact on the groundwater. They may supplement 'or
replace the groundwater monitoring system. A list of the methods presented and their attributes is
' rovided in Table ES-1. '

Systems designed to monitor releases through liners or provide an early warning of a potential liner
failure can be divided into two major groups: those that can chemically speciate and quantitate the
materials that escape (or provide a sample of them for analysis) and those that can only indicate that a
release is occurring. Examples of the technologies capable of chemical speciation and quantitation are
lysimeters, diffusion hoses, and soil gas detectors. Examples of the technologies that simply indicatea
release is occurring are electrode grids and other electrical methods, electrochemical sensing wire
cables, time domain reflectometry detection cables, capacitance sensors, and neutron probes. Of these,
electrochemical sensing wire cables, time domain reflectometry detection cables, and intrinsic fiber
optic sensors can be constructed so that they react to certain classes of chemicals.

Most of the monitoring systems listed in Table ES-1 have been deployed at landfills or surface
impoundments to monitor the unsaturated zone. Each has strengths and weaknesses. Advanced
tensiometers, lysimeters, electrochemical sensing wire cables, time domain reflectometry detection
cables, capacitance sensors, and neutron probes mostly monitor the immediate vicinity of the devices.
Hence, to better detect leaks, they either must be closely spaced, or the unsaturated zone beneath the*
containment unit must be engineered to bring the liquid to them. Closely spacing the detectors has the
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advantage of providing a fairly accurate estimate of where a release is occurring, but can be expensive
to deploy and operate. Engineering the unsaturated zone to divert a release to the detectors, can reduce
the number of detectors needed and increase the probability of detecting a release. However, this
approach increases construction costs and reduces the operator's' ability to accurately locate the
release. Some of the sites examined in this report have deployed more than one type of detector under
a single containment unit. In these situations, instruments with limited spatial detection capabilities
were used at locations beneath the containment unit considered to be most vulnerable to leaks. For
example, suction lysimeters were placed beneath leachate collection sumps and neutron probe access
pipes located at low points in'the primary or secondary liner system.

Soil gas detectors (diffusion hoses and probes) are relatively easy to deploy', can be automated, and
provide speciation capabilities. For soil gas detectors to be useful, however, the release must contain
volatile constituents. Soil gas detectors have been widely used in the chemical and petroleum
industries for tank and p ipeline leak detection and have found some use in'monitoring landfills. They
can be deployed before or after construction of a landfill or impoundment. If deployed at a new
landfill, it is possible to greatly reduce the time to detection by including a thin, coarse-grained layer of
sand beneath the bottom of the composite liner to allow for faster diffusion of the escaping volatile
organic chemicals.

Some electrical systems for leak detection can only be deployed when the containment unit is built and
remain permanently under the liner or cover. Others can be deployed after construction is complete.
The most widely used electrical system that is deployed under a liner during construction is the
electrode grid. Provided the released material has an effect on the electrical properties of the
unsaturated zone soils, these systems are capable of locating and tracking a release under the landfill
with good accuracy. Electrode grid systems can be automated arid, hence, provide frequent'checks on
the liner's integrity. However, they do not provide any information on the chemical makeup of the
released material. Over 120 electrical grid systems are in use, the majority of which are in Europe.

Electrical systems that can be deployed at a landfill that has already been constructed apply an
electrical potential across the non-conductive geomembrane liner to look for conductive leaks. Though
generally used as a quality assurance method for leak detection in newly constructed landfill liners,
these systems have been applied with some success to operating units. Systems of this type can easily
be used to periodically monitor operating surface impoundments, and there is a well-established
commercial vendor sector offering this service.'
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Table ES-1. Key Attributes of Vadose Zone Monitoring Systems.
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Locates Discrete Area of Release V V V V v v IV v V v V
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1.0 INTRODUCTION '7 ' t

The primary performance goal for waste containment systems is protection of groundwater quality.
From about the mid-1970s, liners have been used to protect groundwater quality for some types of
landfills in some parts of the country (EPA, 2002). The integrity of liners and covers for waste,
containment units is typically determined through indirect methods-sampling of downgradient
groundwater monitoring wells for liners, and the measurement of changes in leachate levels occurring
after closure for covers. This report documents technologies that can be used to detect releases through
liners more directly as well as technologies that can detect changes in cover integrity before large
amounts of water enter a closed landfill.

1.1 Objectives .

The objectives of this report are:

* Identify and describe current technologies that could be used to detect releases to the vadose
zone beneath the liner of a containment unit. ..

Identify and describe technologies that could be used to identify potential problems with -the
integrity of final covers. -

* Present examples of where these technologies have been deployed.
* Provide sufficient information on these technologies to provide some preliminary assessment on

technology applicability.

;1.2 Approach .x ;. . . . .

The information on liner and cover monitoring technologies was gathered by conducting a
* comprehensive literature search and reviewing vendor websites that feature leak detection equipment.

Both existing and potential leak detection technologies were evaluated for their applicability to vadose
zone and final cover monitoring.

1.3 Report Organization .! ., .t, . -

This report is divided into four sections.

* Section 1.0, Introduction, describes the content of the report. - -
Section 2.0, Overview of Liner and Final Cover Systems, explains the regulations governing the
standard design of liners and covers and summarizes design requirements.

* Section 3.0, Liners, discusses the design and monitoring requirements for liners and describes the
- current industry practice. This is followed by a summary of technologies that can be used to

monitor the performance of liner systems. I - -.
Section 4.0, Final Covers, discusses the design and monitoring requirements for covers and
describes the current industry practice. Thisis followed by a summary of technologies that can
be used to monitor the performance of cover systems., ; ;

A list of references relevant to this report follows, as do two appendices:
* Appendix A, a glossary of technical terms used in the report.
* Appendix B, a list of vendors organized by technology.

1
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2.0 REGULATORY OVERVIEW OF LINER AND FINAL COVER
SYSTEMS

The need for liner and cover systems at landfills is driven in large part by the need to contain
contaminated liquids (leachate) and gases generated within a landfill., Containment prevents the
migration of leachate and gases to soil, groundwater, surface water, and air outside the landfill.
Leachate is generated when liquids are disposed of directly in the waste pile, when rainfall
accumulates in the landfill before placement of a final cover, or when there is a'flaw in the final cover
that allows water to'penetrate it. Landfill gases are generated as organic wastes biodegrade.
Biodegradation primarily produces methane and carbon dioxide, but these gases can also contain small
amounts of chlorinated and non-chlorinated volatile solvents. Volatile organic vapors also can be
produced when they partition from the dissolved phase of a leachate.

The Resource Conservation and Recovery Act of 1976 (RCRA) and subsequent amendments gave the
Environmental Protection Agency the authority to regulate the design of hazardous waste landfills and
impoundments as well as municipal solid waste (MSW) landfills. RCRA Subtitle C regulations
governing the design of engineered liners and covers for hazardous waste landfills and surface
impoundments were issued in 1982. These regulations were performance based and required
installation of a double liner system and a cover having a permeability equal to or less than that of the
liner. The goal of RCRA Subtitle C was to ensure that the primary liner and leachate collection system
(fobr landfills) collect and treat any liquids that enter a containnlent unit.

In 1991, RCRA Subtitle D regulations covering the design of engineered liners and covers for MSW
landfills were issued. These regulations were also performance based and specified a single, composite
liner construction (or its equivalent) and a cover having a permeability of 1o0 cm/s or less or less than
or equal to the liner system. Composite liners are constructed using a geomembrane material overlying
compacted soil. Final cover systems can vary widely but are typically composite systems similar in
design to single liners. Figure I shows many of the components of an engineered containment system.

The performance standards for liners and covers are discussed in Sections 3 and 4 of this report,
respectively. State requirements generally mirror the federal performance standards. Curre'ntly 49 of 50
states have delegated MSW landfill programs (EPA, 2002).

Remedial actions carried out under the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and
Liability Act of 1980 (CERCLA) and subsequent amendments Ican include' capping of hazardous
wastes in place, constru'cting' landfill to contain wastes from a cleanup, or constructing a treatment
facility, such as an impoundment or leach pad. The National Oil and Hazardous Substances Pollution
' Contingency Plan (NCP)'that implements CERCLA requires that remedial actions must at least attain
applicable or relevant'and appropriate requirements (ARAR4). This means that bef6re'remedial or
removal actions can occur at a CERCLA site, EPA must determine what other federal,' state, and local
regulations apply-either directly (applicable) or indirectly (relevantand appropriate)-to the action
(EPA,-- 1989b). RCRA Subtitle C requirements for treatment, storage, and disposal facilities will
frequently be ARARs for CERCLA actions because RCRA iegulates the same or similar wastes as
those found at CERCLA sites.'

2
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Figure 1. Typical components of a closed double-lined landfill.

Source: EPA, 2002.

The current regulations, with some exceptions among state regulations, do not call for directly
monitoring the integrity of all landfill components or impoundment containment systems. For example,
the long-term performance of covers is determined by observing the level of leachate that is produced
in a landfill cell. Leachate levels after closure generally fall to a negligible level within 10 years, or
less, following capping (EPA, 2002). If leachate levels do not exhibit a downward trend with time,
then it can be assumed that the integrity of the cover has been compromised.

In double-lined landfill cells, the second liner with attendant leachate collection system acts as a leak
detection system for the first liner. However, with the exception of some state regulations, there is no
requirement to monitor directly under the bottom-most liner of single- and double-lined designs. The
accepted practice for monitoring the performance of liner systems is to install groundwater monitoring
wells at the downgradient edge of a containment unit that are screened within the uppermost aquifer
and look for changes in groundwater quality that might indicate a release is occurring.

The primary alternative to groundwater monitoring is to measure vapors and liquids in the unsaturated
zone beneath a containment structure or vapors at its perimeter. There are many technologies available
for monitoring the vadose zone beneath a containment unit. The choice of which one to use or which
ones to use in conjunction with each other is site specific. Some considerations in making this choice
are:

* Will the containment unit require retrofitting?
* Will the monitoring strategy cover the entire subsurface beneath the bottom liner, or will it

monitor the most vulnerable areas, such as where it is difficult to obtain competent
geomembrane seals (e.g., around high-flow leachate collection channels and sumps)?

* Does the system continue to produce good results after a leak is detected and repaired?

3
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* Is it necessary to identify chemical species, or is it sufficient to simply know that a release is
occurring?

* How accurate must the monitoring system be in locating the point of the release?
* What is the service life and reliability of the monitoring devices, and how easy are they to

replace if they fail?
* Does the monitoring system need to operate continuously?

Several states (e.g., Arizona, New Mexico, Oregon, and Washington) allow alternatives to monitoring
wells for measuring the performance of liner systems. Alternative methods are generally allowed when
the methods can be shown to be more cost effective than monitoring wells which is generally the case
when the depth to groundwater is large. The State of California requires that alternative methods be
used in conjunction with monitoring wells.

4



3.0 LINERS

A liner system'functions to intercept leachate or gas migrating within a landfill and route it to a
collection point where it can be removed or treated. With impoundments it prevents the escape of the
unit's contents. For optimum long-terniperformance, the liner must be physically resistant to the
concentrations of chemicals expected in the leachate for as long as leachate is generated in the unit.

Landfill and impoundment liners typically include a composite liner component. Composite liners are
constructed using a geomembirane (GM) 'overlying compacted soil to achieve a specified minimum
hydraulic conductivity.Large sheets of geomembrane must be seamed together to completely cover the
landfill bottom and sides. Commonly used geomembrane materials include:

S

S

0

S

S

high-density polyethylene (HDPE);
very flexible polyethylene;
polyvinyl chloride (PVC);
flexible polypropylene; and '
ethylene propylene diene monomer (EPA, 2002).

3.1 Design
.. ,. Ii Ii

A double-liner system with'leachate colkecti6n'and removal capabilities above each liner is required for
Subtitle C landfill units. 40 CFR 264.301 suggests that the top (or primary) liner consist of a
geomembrane and the bottom (or secondary) liner be a composite, with a geomembrane overlying at
least 90 cm of compacted clay (CCL) or
compacted soil (Figure 2). The soil must have'a"
hydraulic conductivity of no more than 1x107'
cm/s. In practice, a landfill owner/operator has 1'
a wide choice of construction techniques and 0.15m Fite
materials to choose from to meet these o.3m LCRS, k > 0.01 cm/s GM
performance criteria. (primary tiner)

The primary leachate collectioniand removal
system (LCRS), which is'situated above the
primary liner, is designed to maintain leachat ;
levels at 30 cm (1 ft) or less and to conv'ey the
leachate to a sump where it is pumped to a
holding tank or treatment system. The leachate
detection system (LDS) below the primary
liner, is a secondary leachate collection system
that detects leaks throutgh the primary liner.'-
Impoundment design (40 CFR 264.221)-is'
similar to landfills but lacks'the'LCRS section.!' '

0.3 m DS, k >0.01 cm[VI0.3 m (secondary liner

ff~~ ,x,',,s',',,','v'N ~Composite
0.9 m%'%CCL, k 10 cm/s&'-W secondary

1 $,<,>,,m,:,s&xo~x:,;liner

Figure 2. Minimum design for a hazardous
waste landfill liner.

Soure: EPA, 2002.
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Subtitle D requirements for MSW landfills are
somewhat less stringent than Subtitle C units.

I USubtitle D requires a composite liner with a
0.! leachate collection system capable of maintaining
0.3 m LCRS, > 0.01 cm/s GM the leachate at a depth of 30 cm or less. The liner
L Lmust consist of a minimum 30-mil flexible

0m > > Composite membrane liner (60 mil if the liner is HDPE)
°6 fms liner overlying not less than 60 cm of compacted soil

; with a hydraulic conductivity of no greater than
Ix10' cm/s. A different design may be used if the

Figure 3. Minimum design for a MSW landfill liner is found to be protective by the state's
liner. program director. Figure 3 shows a typical

Subtitle D liner system, which consists from top
Sourcr: EPA, 2002. to bottom of filter material, LCRS, and a

composite liner. Some states have adopted more
stringent requirements for their MSW landfills.

3.2 Monitoring

The monitoring and inspection requirements of 40 CFR 264.303 (Subtitle C liners) include weekly
inspections for the presence of leachate in the two leachate collection systems-the LCRS and the
LDS. The amount of liquid removed from the LDS must be recorded weekly for both the active life
and closure period of the landfill or impoundment. Depending upon the performance of the liner
system, the weekly requirement can be relaxed to longer intervals (e.g., monthly, quarterly, or semi-
annually). Subtitle D requires leachate removal and treatment when necessary to maintain head
limitations, but does not require leachate monitoring. Both subtitles require a groundwater monitoring
system to detect changes in water quality that may be related to a release.

3.3 Technologies

The literature research conducted for this report identified 13 technologies that either have been used
to monitor the vadose zone beneath a liner or have the potential to do so. While three technologies
were specifically intended for vadose zone containment monitoring, the remainder were designed for
leak detection or moisture measurements in other industries (petroleum, chemical, agricultural,
geological exploration). The technologies are not necessarily deployed in the same fashion, nor do they
detect or measure the same aspects of a release.

3.3.1 Diffusion Hoses

Diffusion hose systems consist of a collection hose, pump, and detector. The collection hose is*
permeable to the chemical being monitored. When a release occurs, the chemical, which must have
some volatility, diffuses into the air space in the hose. The pump pulls air through the hose and past the
detector. Since the velocity of the carrier gas can be calculated, the location of the leak can be
determined using the arrival time of the detected contaminant. Diffusion hose systems can be

6



constructed directly under a geomembrane liner. In double-liner systems, they can be placed both
above and below the bottom liner, allowing leak locations to be determined in both liners.

Status. Diffusion hoses have been deployed at a niumber of petroleum and chemical facilities to detect
releases from product pipelines and tanks as well as at several landfills in Europe.

General Attributes. Diffusion hose systems can be automated and set up to sound an alarm that a
volatile substance is present in the collection hose or the hose can be connected to a gas chromatograph
for contaminant identification. For best results, the system should be deployed beneath the liner during
construction. Unless perimeter monitoring for soil gas monitoring is acceptable, the systemrwould be
difficult to construct under an existing unit. The equipment associated with diffusion hose systems is

'relatively rugged and can be easily replaced if needed. -'

Examples. An example of a,
diffusion hose system is the'
Siemens LEOS leak detection
system, which has been Smal leak Large leak
deployed at several landfills in fusion through
Germany(Siemens,1998).The * - Ltb8w3I-

system consists of a permeable =--
low-density polyethylene ; !' -

suction' Gas ofgas High gassnd
(LDPE) tube that fits around a. pump deor concentration concethton k
perforated stiff core to provide an
strength (Figure 4). The LDPE
tube is pressure tight at
*installation' so'air can only enterJ ,'
at the opening of the tube during i .

purging. During a purge cycle, a - . . ; . .[

pump pulls the contents of the'
'tube through a detector that
provides total concentrations and Figure 4. Diffusion hose detection system.
displays them in a format similar,
to a gas chrornatogram. Beforie'a *courtesy, Siemens.
,purge cyclebegins,an ;..*. ~ .

electrolytic cell injects a specific
volume of test gas into the end of the tube. This gas acts as a marker and its appearance at the detector
indicates that the entire tube has been purged. Based on the ratio of the travel time of the leak peak to
.the marker peak, the leak location can be calculated. . -. . -

,' .: '.i 'I . " ., . .2 ' . ,. . ,'; * 1 -
3.3.2 Intrinsic FiberOptic Sensors (IFOS). : .

The IFOS are deployed in dry wells beneath or beside the containment unit. IFOS typically consist of a
cladded optical fiber that has had part of the cladding replaced with a chemically selective layer
(Figure 5). The index of refraction of the chemically sensitive layer changes in direct proportion to the

. { .i<:
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concentration of chemicals in the air or water that comes in contact with it. As a chemical partitions
into the layer, which selectively and reversibly adsorbs it, the change in the effective index of
refraction is determined by measuring the
amount of light transmitted through the optical ,. -~

fiber. The response is directly proportional to
the concentration of the chemical(s) present .'
IFOS can detect chemicals (or classes of.
chemicals) of interest in the parts per million H

(ppm) range, which may be too high for some
landfill vadose zone applications.

Status. The most prevalent use of intrinsic
fiber optic sensors (IFOS) is in the petroleum T s

and chemical manufacturing industries.

General Attributes. IFOS systems are ; '-£.

generally automated and alarmed. In a [ - i ' ~
hazardous waste impoundment where the
contents are known, the chemically sensitive Figure 5. IntrinsIc fiber optic sensor system
layer is chosen to match the chemical of
concern. Deciding which chemicals or class of
chemicals to monitor in a' landfill with Courtesy- DedslonLink.
uncertain contents is more difficult. An -

operation and maintenance drawback of using
IFOS at landfills is that the number of reversible reactions that include the adsorption and subsequent
desorption of chemicals is limited; therefore, probes may have to be regenerated after extended use.
The method of deployment makes retrieval and replacement of IFOS relatively easy.

Examples. No examples of IFOS deployment at landfill or impoundment units were identified.

3.3.3 Soil Gas
'1 .'. .

Soil gas detection systems rely on the movement of volatile chemicals through the vadose zone and
into a collection system. These volatile chemicals can originate from vapors diffusing through the liner
or as part of escaping leachate in which they are dissolved. The collection system can be active or
passive.

Passive systems: There are two basic designs of passive soil gas systems. In the first design, a collector
(typically an activated carbon ribbon or other sorbent material) is placed in a container that is closed at
the top and open at the bottom. This container is then suspended in a dry well for a set period of time.
After retrieving the container, the sorbent material is 'purged of the sorbed chemicals, which are
analyzed using a gas chromatograph/mass spectrometer (GCUMS). In the second design, the collector is
placed in a hydrophobic, gas-permeable material and suspended in the dry well. After a set period of
time, it is collected and the sorbed chemicals are purged and measured with a. GCMS. A more recent
modification of the passive system involves the use of fiberoptic sensors that are placed in a probe or
dry well where they periodically test the ambient gas for contaminants.

8



Active systems: In an active soil gas system,' a collection tube and/or probe are placed in a dry well and
soil gas'samples are removed under vaciium' Figure'6 shovs a horizontally deployed, slotted conduit
with varying lengths' 6f probe-tipped tubingminside The probes are placed 'at predetermined distances
in the conduit and sampled from Ientral samplii'g station. Deployment of soil gas systems in dry
wells or horizontal screens should perform well, even' in'fine-grained soil,' because the systems
measure equilibration concentrations of well air with soil gas. However, the time from release to
detection will be longer in fine-grained soils than in coarse-gramined soils, and preferential channeling
can defeat the system.

Status. Soil gas systems have been used primarily for characterizing hazardous waste sites and for
' detecting leaks in petroleum and 'chemical storage' tanks. There are approximately 100 different soil
gas sampling systems in existence (Looney and Falta, 2002).

General Attributes. Measurement of soil gas ;_- _-

vapors is generally done by collecting sarnples
from perforated piping placed under the landfill Sotted Condt
or from vertical dry wells placed at its Tubing Bundle
p'erinIter. Generally', for large landfills,
perimeter dry wells will not be able to detect
leaks in a timely fashion. Lateral piping placed '.
under the bottom liner should be designed;,
similarly to the leachate collection piping in the' Sample Port ; Waterproof

PotdOrtd Membrane
landfill liner so that it can withstand landfill
loading. The effectiveness of the soil gas
monitoring system can be improved if the dry '-
wells or perforated piping are emplaced with'a
layer of coarse-grained sand to facilitate vapor Figure 6. Soil gas sampling probe.
movement.

Courtesy: Tracer Research Corp.

Soil gas monitoring systems are generally easy
to install and are accessible for repair and maintenance. Active systems can be automated and
connected to total detectors, GC, or GO/MS units for speciation and quantitation. Operation of a total
detection system requires minimal training, while GU/MS operation require a trained operator. The

'ability to detect and locate a release depends upon the spatial distribution of the dry wells and/or
horizontally laid screens. The systems only detect volatile organic compounds, but generally have
sufficiently low detection limits to detect the low levels found in MSW landfill leachates.

Examples. Soil gas monitoring systems in perimeter vertical dry wells have been used in California for
containment units that were not constructed with vadose zone monitoring systems. They have also
-been used where groundwater is deep and monitoring wells are not likely to provide a good first
warning system: For example, deep groundwater at the Kettleman Hills California hazardous waste
facility necessitated the use of perimeter vertical dry wells. The dry wells are periodically sampled
using a portable GC, that can identify the presence of volatile organics with parts per billion detection
-limits.- If chemicals are found, the diy well can be immediately resampled for offsite analysis. "

9
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Several gold beneficiation facilities in California also use lateral, perforated, PYC pipe under
containment units to monitor for cyanide releases. Soil vapors are pumped under vacuum out of the
pipe and through a Draeger tube that tests for cyanide gas. The Draeger tube detection limit is in the 2
to 15 mg/rn3 range. This deployment could conceivably be used in conjunction with GC or GC/MS
equipment for monitoring multipurpose units.

3.3.4 Electrochemical Sensing Wire Cables

Electrochemical sensing wire cables all
function on the same general principle.
The cable contains at least two circuit
loops-one of which carries an impressed
current (continuity circuit), and the other _

is connected to an alarm. A leak is
detected when the circuits are shorted
(Figure 7), which can be caused by I uL
several mechanisms, depending on the
cables used. For example, the short can
occur when a leak of conductive fluid
facilitates current flow between the cables
(Figure 8). Shorting can also occur by
direct wire contact. Direct wire contact
results when the material separating the A
wires degrades allowing the wires to 4
touch. Finally, the short can occur when With Leak
an outer coating of the cables swells when Figure 7. Conceptual model of electrochemical
brought into contact with the leak (Figure sensing wire cables.
9). The swelling forces the two wires Courtme Raychem Corp.

together to complete the alarm circuit.

When small areas are being monitored, the system is usually set up to sound an alarm. When the
monitored area is large, hardware is added that can also calculate the point of the voltage drop in the
continuity line-thus, pinpointing the position of the leak. Conductive fluid cables generally can be
dried and reused, while the swelling and degradation types must be replaced.

Status. Electrochemical sensing wire cables were originally designed to detect releases from product
pipelines and storage tanks. Their primary market has been the petroleum and chemical industry, though
the cables can generally be modified to detect water.

General Attributes. The various types of electrochemical sensing wire cables are all automated and
require minimum maintenance and operator experience. When installed during the initial construction
of a containment unit, the cables can be installed within a drainage layer. While this increases the cost
of the monitoring system, it also improves its ability to locate a release. When the monitoring system is
deployed as a retrofit, it can only monitor the area that drains to the cables. If the overlying soil is fine-
grained, then wicking away from the cable's more permeable zone might delay the detection of a leak
for some time. For access and operation and maintenance, the cables would have to be deployed in
protective perforated piping.

10
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Examples. No examples of electrochemical sensing wire cable deployment at landfill or impoundment
containment units were identified.

3.3.5 Time Domain Reflectometry Detection Cables

Time domain reflectometry measures an electromagnetic pulse sent down a coaxial cable to detect an
impedance change o3r discontiniity.-The electromignetic pulse travels down the cable until a change in
impedance is encountered. When 'this hapjens';`part of the wave is reflected, and instrumentation at the

';input area measures the time it takes for the ireflection (or echo) to reach a receiver. The measured time
'is used to compute'the distance to the iiripedahncdejchcinge. Impedance changes can be caused by a
number of physical changes 'in the cable: For chemical release detection 'cables, the change is generally
caused when the impedance -fluid (air) is replaced by'a fluid having a different impedance, such as
leachate, solvent, or contaminated air. ' '

f Status. Time dom'~in'fe'flec(6ietry has-been used extensively in the tele'co6mmunications industry for

testing continuity in cable 'systeins and f6r detectirig 'unauthorized access to these systems. It is also
used in the petroleum and chemical industries to detect releases of product.

., 1. 11
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General Attributes. Time domain reflectometry is an automated detection system that is easy to install
and requires little operator training. When installed during the construction of a containment unit, it can
be placed within a drainage layer. While this increases the cost of the system, it also improves its ability
to locate the release. When the monitoring system is deployed as a retrofit; it can only monitor the area
that drains to the cables, unless volatile organics are present. If volatile organics are present, the change
in gas impedance might be sufficient to trigger a response from the system. If the source of the release
is repaired, cables can be dried and reused. Because of loading from the landfill waste and maintenance
concerns, the cables need to be placed in protective piping.

Examples. Although originally designed for use in the petroleum and chemical industries, Perma-Pipe,
Inc., offers a product line called "PermAlert" that has been used for (1) monitoring miles of hazardous
waste pipeline at the Department of Energy's Hanford Reservation; (2) vadose zone leak detection
under double-lined impoundments (e.g., acid ponds); and (3) for monitoring piping that carry leachate
from landfills to a treatment system or holding impoundment. PermAlert has both wicking and non-
wicking leak detection cables that are coated with polymers and are designed to detect water-based
chemicals and/or hydrocarbon liquids. Time
domain reflectometry sensing cables are
constructed with an open architecture coaxial ri

cable (Figurp 10). A protective, permeable,
nonconductive cover surrounds a wire mesh iS
that is separated by an air pocket from a A
polymer coated copper wire. After . _

installation, the cable has a characteristic ,.,

impedance between the wire mesh and the 1, rtsrCondw
copper wire. Any changes to this impedance X 9 o. [

brought about by breaks or intrusion into the 2 >
cable, or as is the case of the PermAlert, by Figure 10. Time domain reflectometry detection
the replacement of the interstitial air by a able.
fluid, can be detected using standard time
domain reflectometry instrumentation. Courtoew Pf=n2PWC. Inc.

3.3.6 Electrode Grids .

Electrode grids can be used to test for liner flaws immediately after construction and to conduct long-
termn performance monitoring at a containment unit. During construction of the containment unit,
individual electrodes are placed in a conductive layer beneath the lower geomembrane liner and
compacted soil layer. The electrodes are connected to one of a number of multicore cables that run to a
central processor. A source electrode is placed in the protective sand overlying the geomembrane liner.
Electrode grids can be configured to measure the electrical potential caused by electrical current
flowing through leaks or to measure changes in the localized resistivity of the conductive layer caused
by fluids flowing through the leaks.

Status. Electrode grids were designed specifically for landfill vadose zone monitoring. As of 1999, over
120 of the electrode grid-type systems had been installed, mostly in Europe (Peggs, 1999).

12



General Attributes. An electrode grid system can only be installed during the initial construction of the
unit. It uses simple, durable parts. Electrodes made of high-grade, stainless steel alloy or non-corrosive,
liner compatible conductive HDPE are less likely to fail before the design life of the facility. Electrode
grid systems cover the entire area beneath a containment unit and can be used to both identify releases
and track their migration in the subsurface. These systems can be'continuous and require a trained
operator.

Examples. An electrode grid system was deployed in 1995 at the Sandy Hill Landfill in the United
Kingdom. A simple mathematical model anfd smanll-sciale testing were used to determine the electrode
spacing, which consists of parallel linesof eflectrodes spaced 20 m apart. Spacing between electrodes
within a given line alternates between a line on 20-m centers and a line on 10-m centers (Figure 11).
The 316 stainless steel electrodes were placed in the base of a 300-mm-thick, bentonite-enhanced sand

-, * . : , *.1,; * ,

I '' IA,

Figure 11. Sandy Hill Landfill geophysical electrode grid and liorehole installation.
- .- ' - . ; -,, .*., *t * I.

-Reprinted from Ground Water Monitoring i Remediation with permission
of the National Ground Water Association. Copyright 1997.
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L-Bentonita enhanced sandGrid of monitoring'
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Figure 12. Cross-sectional view of Sandy Hill Landfill and geophysical electrode grid.

Reprinyedfrom Ground Water Monitoring & Remediation with permission
ofthe National Ground Water Association. Copyright 1997.

that makes up the bottom layer of the composite liner. A 2.5-mm thick HDPE liner overlies the
bentonite-enhanced sand and is covered by a 500-mm layer of protective sand (Figure 12). The
electrodes are connected by multicore cables that lead to a portable computer for processing data and a
Campus Geopulse earth resistance meter. The liner was tested using the electrode system prior to
accepting waste in the landfill. The test
revealed an anomaly within one of the ,
20-m grid squares (Figure 13). Testing
with a hand-held voltmeter located the 278380.00
anomaly within 2 cm, and the soil cover 276340.00 -
was removed to reveal two knife cuts. - ,0
As the landfill accepted waste, the 276320..
protective sand layer was applied higher 276300.00 - *
and higher on the berm sides. The sand ..
layer provided a conductive material that, ji6280.00 *
allowed the liner on the upper portions 276260. 00. J .
of the berm to be tested. Tests revealed , -
two more holes. Testing of the 3-hectare 27640.00 -*

cell takes approximately I to 2 hours. 27822000 * \
For more information, see White and * * *
Barker, 1997. 276210.00 * *

The system can detect a release from the *
overlying liner and track the progress of 276160.00 *

the leachate plume as it moves through ,
the soil beneath the linei. Resistivity 395100.00 395140.00 395180.00 395220.00 395260.00

data were collected and archived before Units are volts/amps
the landfill began operating. These data
are compared to resistivity data 'Fgure 13. Sandy Hill Landfill electrical anomaly.
measured during landfill operation to
identify any substantial changes that Reprinted from Ground Water Monitoring & Review with permission

would indicate a release. ofthe National Ground Water Association. Copyright 1997.
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Welsh Engineering Science & Technology, Inc. (now SRK Consulting) developed and patented an
electrode grid called the Electronic Leak Detection System (ELDS) for detecting leaks below heap
leaching containment units used in the gold mining industry. The first deployment of ELDS occurred in
1987, and at least 12 have been deployed since. The company, G2 Imaging, installed ELDS under a
leach pad liner in northern Nevada. The system consists of 147 stainless steel electrodes placed in a
rectangular grid beneath the liner. Two PVC pipes also were installed to calibrate the system by
'injecting a salt solution. The system, which consisted of an array of 215 monitoring points, was able to
detect a hole that was purposely placed in the liner as a test.

After ore was placed on the leach pad and the leaching process began, the system was monitored
biweekly using an Iris Instruments Syscal Junior resistivity meter. ELDS software downloaded the data
from the receiver and produced contour and three-dimensional surface plots of the data. The ELDS
detected four separate leak locations;T Echlocation was excavated and the holes were repaired;
however, upon rewetting, the system again indicated leaks in the same areas as before. A more careful
check of the excavated areas revealed additional holes. After these repairs, the response of the ELDS to
the gradual drying of the soil beneath the liner indicated the liner was effectively repaired.

3.3.7 Portable Electrical Systems

The portable electrical system involves transmitting an electrical current from an electrode in a
conductive medium above the geomembrane liner. A second electrode is placed in the material (which
must be conductive) below the primary geomembrane liner in a double liner system, or in the case of a
single liner, grounded at the containment unit perimeter. When a current is applied to the first electrode,
current leaks through any breaks in the liner. The leakage is detected by gridding the surface and

K- t conducting a survey with a hand held probe and digital recorder. The probe can locate the release with
excellent accuracy. Use of this 'system is generally limited to construction quality assurance in landfill
operations because the probe is sensitive to the vertical distance from the release area. While there have
been some investigators who report leak identification in fill up to 15-20 feet in depth (Peggs, 2001a),
this system should not be thought of as a long-term landfill monitoring method. Surface impoundments,
on the other hand, can be periodically drained to make them wadeable or the probe can be towed across
the bottom by a boat.

- . * . , - .. . . ; ;,..

Staius. The portable electrical system (Figure 14) was commercialized in 1985 and has been used at
*hundreds of sites (Coluci et al., 1996, and Darilek and Lane, 1999). The system was developed as a
quality assurance measure for testing newly installed liners at landfills and impoundments, but it can
also be used for long-term monitoring at surface impoundments. More than 20 companies worldwide
offer these systems.

General Attributes. Portable electrical systems are well understood among geophysicists. They are easy
-to install or retrofit., . . .. -

Examples. The Electrical Leak Imaging and Monitoring System developed by Leak Location Services,
Inc. was used to locate a leak at a hazardous waste landfill that accepted stabilized treatment residues
and soils. Two 80-mm long cuts were found under 3 m of waste and were subsequently repaired by the
owner/operator. The system used a generating electrode in the leak detection layer with a sink electrode
located in the waste. In a variation of the normal survey technique, a reference electrode was also
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placed in the waste and the gridded survey potentials were compared to it using a mathematical
algorithm (Laine, Binley, and Darilek, 1997a and 1997b) .

No examples of this system being used for long-term performance monitoring were identified.

Current Electrical current
electrode passed Into landfill

Synthetic
liner

(HDPE)

* Sandstone aquifer

n.

Adapted from Ground Water Monitoring & Remedlation with permission
ofthe Nadonal Ground Water Association. Copyright 1997.

Figure 14. Portable electrical leak detection syster

3.3.8 Moisture Measuring Devices

There are a number of moisture measuring devices that either directly or indirectly measure soil
moisture content or soil water potential. Many of these devices have been thoroughly tested in other
applications; some were developed for agricultural applications, while others are traditional borehole
geophysical techniques used in geological exploration. The summary of devices below (capacitance
sensors, lysimeters, neutron probes, and advanced tensiometers) is not meant to be comprehensive. It
includes only those techniques that have actually been deployed (primarily in California) to measure
vadose zone moisture beneath a landfill.

Moisture monitoring devices are widely available, generally easy to install, and most do not require
highly skilled operators. Although some can be retrofitted after a containment unit is constructed, it is
best to install them during construction. The devices typically only measure moisture content in a small
area around them or require direct contact with percolating water.
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.Capacitance sensors use frequency domain induced polarization to measure the dielectric of the 'soil
around them. The dielectric properties of soil are primarily related to its water content but also could be
affected by the ionic content of the water. The dielectric of dry soil is approximately 5, and the

-. dielectric of water is approximaiely 80. When soil becomes moistened by a leak, its dielectric increases.
Measuring the dielectric over time will reveal whether the soil is becoming wetter or drier. The sensors
are calibrated and implanted in the ground at the desired depth. They can be permanently or temporarily
installed.

Status. The primary use for capacitance sensors is the measurement of field moisture in agricultural
applications, although they also have been used in construction applications.

GeneralAttributes. Capacitance sensors must niake good contact with the surrounding soil. As a result,
they may be difficult to install in some soils' Capacitance sensors can be operated continuously, need
relatively unskilled operators, and provide accurate values for soil moisture. As the soil moisture
increases however, their accuracy decreases. Their long-term reliability and ability to maintain
calibration is uncertain, especially in water with 'varying ionic concentrations (U.S. EPA, 1993b).

Examples. Troxler Electronic Laboratories, Inc.;,produces the Sentry 200 series of capacitance sensors
for use with environmental moisture monitoring systems. A Sentry 200 system was installed at the San
Marcos Landfill in San Diego, Califoi"'a, in" 1995. The system contains sixty probes' and eight'
monit6ring units. Each probe measures

*-the dielectric of approximately 1.5
liters of soil surrounding it. The probes -
are 261-mm long, 51-mm wide, and
.weigh 3.6 kg (Figure 15). They can -i 4 .ia

*operate in temperatures ranging from :Z . ,'' 51 mm
0-70'C. The outside of the probe is,
constructed of stainless steel, HDPE, I X -
and fiberglass filament making it
resistant to corrosion and breakage.
The probes are connected to the
monitoring units by coaxial cable. The - . Te Er r

personal computer, which has.
downloading capabilities, can be run
on DC or AC power. The total cost of. , . ".,

the project, including equipment, engineering, and installation, was $219,000. The system automatically
measures moisture levels four times per day', and the data are down-loaded biweekly. Performance has
been good except compression pressure'sfrom'the iverlying fill have broken the'wiring connections to
several of the capacitors.

Lysimeters -

Suction lysimeters are used to sample soil pore water, which is generally under negative'pressure (non-
flowing). In addition'to being-capable of obtaining water samples,'suction lysimeters can be use'd to
evaluate whether soil is gaining or losing moisture. Typically, suction lysimeters are constructed of a
porous ceramic bulb and a cylindrical reservoir to store the water. For'shallow'applications, they are
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usually equipped with a tube that extends to the surface. A vacuum is applied to this tube to draw water
through the bulb, into the reservoir, and to the surface. For use at lengths or depths greater than 4.5-6 m,
suction lysimeters can be equipped with two tubes. The two-tube arrangement allows for a vacuum to
be applied to draw water into the reservoir, followed by air pressure to transport it to the surface. To
function properly, a good hydraulic connection between the ceramic bulb and the surrounding soil must
be established-usually by placing the bulb in a layer of silica flour'during installation (Figure 16).

Plate/pan lysimeters are covered containers that
collect water that percolates through the vadose
zone and comes in contact with the permeable
covers. The container is connected to a tube that
leads to a sampling point on the surface. The
water is generally withdrawn from the container
by pumping.

Status. Lysimeters are primarily used in ,
agricultural and forestry applications. There are . - .
two basic designs: those that sample soil Sili
moisture in unsaturated conditions (e.g., suction Flour * ' Ceram'c Cup'
lysimeters) and those that sample in saturated
flow conditions (e.g., plate lysimeters). Figure 16. Sollmolsture Model 1920

pressurelvacuum soil water sampler.

GeneralAttributes. Lysimeters have a limited couresr: Soilmoisture quipment Corpomtio.

range of influence and should be placed in areas
most likely to experience a release, such as
under pump sum ps. Because they are very difficult to retrofit, lysimeters ideally should be installed
during landfill construction. While the required operator skill is minimal, lysimeters are generally not
automated, so sample collection can be time consuming. Typically, the volume'of the water sample
collected is not large, which limits the number of chemical analyses that can be performed. In addition,
the ceramic cup is subject to mineralization and clogging, and depending on the installation technique
used, the suction lysimeter may not be retrievable.

Examples. A redundant vadose zone system that included pressure/vacuum suction lysimeters, gypsum
blocks, neutron probe tubes, and soil gas sampling points was installed at a landfill in California (Cullen
et al., 1994). The gypsum blocks were used to monitor potential problems at the seam joints along
Module III (Figure 17), and were not intended for long-term monitoring. The design of the monitoring
system also included a neutron probe access tube that extended under and down the center of each of
the three new cells. The leachate collection system of each cell drained to the center of the cell and then
to a sump. The trench in which the neutron probe access tube was installed also housed the soil gas and
lysimeter sampling tubes (Figure 18). Horizontal soil gas wells were placed at equal alternating'
intervals, 38 m apart along the trench. The wells consisted of a 15.25-m long horizontal trench placed.
just under the compacted clay of the composite liner. Within each trench, five sections of alternating
schedule 80 PVC casing blanks and screens (20-slot) were installed and surrounded with drainage
gravel. The sampling tubes for the soil gas samplers in these dry wells were routed to the neutron probe
trench and the'n routed to a samPling station outside the containment module wall. The soil gas was
drawn from each sampling station and tested with a portable GC.

' J
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Lysimeter placement at the landfill was based on' an evaluation of the subsurface soil beneath the
modules. Cullen et al., recommended placing pressure vacuum lysimeters in areas most likely to receive
preferential flow from a release. For example, if the subsurface soil consisted of interbedded clays and
sands, the lysimeter would be placed in the first sand layer overlying a clay to maximize the potential to
detect leaks. In addition, the distance and depth of the lysimeter influenced the type of lysimeter chosen.
When the distance to-the lysimeter was large, high-pressure vacuum lysimeters were used.

Lysimeters were placed 15 m from the two containment walls and beneath the neutron probe trench to
detect potential movement of liquids along the top of adfine-grained soil interval. The lysimeter
sampling tubes were routed through the piping containing the soil gas monitoring tubes, which were
routed to the sampling'stations. -

Sy bor i-

* . +- ' . L Lysimeter

|III VII ...IVI . *4-V i.lV \f Vil Module Number
* .Surface Water Pond

:iL i; Neutron Probe Access Tube

S61Gssampling Tronches~
(utilizing and branching off of

| ... neutron probe access ube trench)

-. C i Combination ri gas'probe meter installaon (vertical)

.. N8, Neutron probe Installation (vertcal)

: .V * , N ,s--1

Figure 17. In-plan layout of vadose zone sampling system In California landfill.. '

-; - . lb . ;. | ...- ReprintcdwithpemissionfromCullen,etat,1994.
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Neutron Probes

A neutron probe contains a neutron source (usually americium-241/beryllium) and detectors. The
detectors measure the number of neutrons that are back-scattered from interactions with hydrogen
atoms in the surrounding soil. Neutron collisions with hydrogen produce a characteristic slowing down
or "thermalizing" of the neutron. These thermalized neutrons are counted by the detector. Since most
naturally occurring hydrogen in the Earth's crust is associated with water, the count can be directly
related to the amount of water in the formation. To obtain moisture values, the probe is pulled through a
casing, and a reading is taken at preset intervals. The time taken for each reading determines the
precision of the reading-the longer the count time, the better the precision. When the count is
completed, the probe is moved to the next measurement position (Parasnis, 1997).

Status. The neutron probe is a standard downhole geophysical instrument used for measuring moisture
content in the immediate vicinity (6-12 inches) of a borehole wall. The borehole can be cased or open.

General Attributes. Casings for neutron probes can be installed before construction of the liner or
retrofitted by drilling a horizontal or angle boring. Although operator skill requirements are low,
neutron probes cannot be automated. The operator must pull the probe through each casing to obtain
readings, which can be time consuming. Neutron probes provide information on changing moisture
content in the immediate vicinity of the casing, not on chemical speciation or concentration.

Examples. A vadose zone monitoring system that uses neutron probes is operating at two RCRA
hazardous waste management cells at the Safety-Kleen facility in Westmoreland, CA. One was installed
at an existing cell. An approximately 50-ft long borehole was drilled at an angle under the cell on each
side for installation of the casing. The second cell was constructed with three, approximately
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730-ft long, access tubes equally spaced under the liner system. Neutron probe measurements are taken
quarterly at 10-ft intervals in the 730-ft tubes and at 2.5-ft intervals for the inclined tubes using a Boart
Longyear CPN' 503 DR Hydroprobe. The Hydroprobe uses an americium-241:beryllium source with a
helium-3 detector. The soil volume for each measurement is approximately spherical with a radius of 15
cm., ,; - '

Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) in Albuquerque, NM, has constructed a 200-by-300-ft RCRA
(Figure 19) corrective action management unit (CAMU). Because the depth to groundwater at the
CAMU is 500 ft, SNL obtained a waiver from the State of New Mexico for installing a groundwater
monitoring system. The approved vadose zone monitoring system consists of five lateral vitrified clay
pipes placed directly under the unit's geomembrane composite liner. ,These pipes provide access for a
neutron probe. In addition to the neutron probe; five vertical 15-ft deep boreholes were drilled on
approximately 40-ft centers along the two outer access pipes. Similar to the access pipes, these holes are
directly below the liner system. Two instrument arrays were placed in each borehole. The arrays consist
of i''time'e domain rieflectometry probe, a~th'e-imistor temperature probe, and'a soil gas'sampling tube.
One array was placed in the native soil at the base of the borehole, and the second array was set 5 ft
below the base of the liner in borehole backfill. Monthly monitoring will occur for a year prior to
placement of waste to establish a base line. Monthly monitoring will continue for as long as the unit is
active; then'the'systemn will be monitored quarterly
for the first three years afler closure. The
frequency after three years will be negotiated 26A ft 9 9f

(Studer, 2000):' FootIprintofthe 2 |t 16.9 ft
- contaminated cell l1-

Advanced Tenslometers - cnland surface -

200 ft by 300 h W

Tensiometers consist of a porous cup or plate, a Primary sub-liner ,_>.__G
pressure sensor, and a reservoir of water subsystem
connecting the two. The 'instrument is placed in a l do" hm

pre-drilled hole to ensure intimate contact between (ular cl 6rAg

the cup and the soil. The' soil, unless fully
saturated, pulls water from the reservoir through 40 ft
the porous cup until aipressure equilibrium is ' : X
attained. The partial vacuum caused by the loss of l sensor
water in the tube is rea'd by a vacuum gage uor
transducer. This reading can be related to soil S

moisture content. If the moisture content of the
surrounding soil increases, the instrument draws in Sloped sides (2:1) / < . W -

water and the vacuum pressure decreases.
Traditional tensiometers are generally limited to 28.5i ft - -. 192 f

several meters in depth. The advanced 6niometeri 28.51 92 f

(Figure 20) is designed to overcome this depth
limitation and has been used to depths greater than Figure 19. CAMU vadose zone monitoring
60 meters. system at Sandia National Laboratories.

Status. While traditional tensiometers are well Reprinted withpermission frm Studer, 2000.

established for measuring soil water potential,
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particularly for agricultural uses, advanced tensiometers are a more recent development. They are
available commercially, but the number of vendors is more limited than for those designed for
agricultural use.

General Attributes. Advanced tensiometers are placed in pre-drilled holes (generally 3.6 cm or greater).
They also can be nested in a larger borehole so multiple depths can be measured. The measurement
gauge is a downhole pressure transducer that can be queried automatically at preset intervals by a data
logger located at the surface. Because of its depth of operation and the location of its instrumentation
downhole, it is not subject to diurnal temperature and barometric pressure fluctuations. Access to the
installation is required for periodic transducer maintenance and replenishment of the water reservoir.
The instrument can be installed in directionally drilled holes or horizontal ones as well as vertical holes.
Optimum interpretation requires calibration with site-specific soils, and tensiometers in general are not
accurate in dry soils. More information is available at http:/ltech.inel.gov/tech-detail.asp?id=50.

Examples. While the technology has been demonstrated at several sites, no long-term monitoring
examples were found.
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3.3.9 Wire.Net Designs

The wire net design consists of two arrays of parallel stainless steel wires arranged orthogonally and
separated by a thin layer of a permeable, but resistive material, such as sand. A multi-core cable
connects each wire to measurement equipment (Figure 21). The released material must provide an
electrical contrast to the sand. The system checks for all possible combinations of shorting in the grid
and, in doing so, can accurately identify where a release has occurred. An alternative design positions
the wires located immediately above and below the geomembrane liner. A leak causes the resistance
between the nearest wires to decrease significantly. , ;
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Figure 21. Layout of wire net design. ' . .. . -Br~n~tL 98

Reprinted with permission from Brsoe tA 98

Status. The wire net design was'specifically developed for vadose zone monitoring at containment sites.
It is estimated that fewer than five have been deployed (Peggs, 1999). -

- GeneralAttributes. Wire net designs are easy to construct and made of relatively inexpensive materials.
They must be installed when the containment unit is built. Generally, a trained operator queries the
system daily -i , : . . .- ' -

', . .' , :,, iI ! ; . ;'.
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Examples. A pilot wire net design system was deployed in 1997 beneath a brine pond liner at the
Fibrona landfill in Southern Sweden (Bernstone et al., 1998). The system consists of two sets of parallel -'

wires on 0.5-m centers placed orthogonal to each'other and separated by an 11 -cm thick compacted
sand layer.

3.3.10 Cable Network Sensors

Cable network sensors consist of a network of moisture-sensitive, flat-band, radio frequency cables
calibrated relative to water content. They can be installed above,- in, and under a clay-mineral layer.
Unshielded flat-band cables measure electric loss, signal velocity, phase shift, ability of signal
transmission, and reflection, which are modified by the clay-mineral layer. These parameters can be
used to calculate the complex dielectric coefficient of the material. By using several redundant
measurements and cross-talk between cables, it is possible to design a cable sensor with a length of 10
m or more.

Status. Cable network sensors monitor the water content of clay-mineral liners. They are used as an
indirect warning of possible leaching through the compacted clay. The technology is in the experimental
stage and has not been commercially deployed.

General Attributes. While relatively simple to install, cable network sensors can only be deployed when
the containment unit is being constructed. Interpretation of the data requires a trained operator. The
system requires calibration using
an independent standard; which
may not reflect soil moisture
content across the unit. 40m.

Examples. The Karlsruhe
Research Center (KRC) in to
Karlsruhe, Germany, is testing a measuring
flat-band cable sensor that is cabin
suitable for installation in the 7
bottom layer as well 'as the side)
and top layers. They expect to
install a 20-m long cable network
sensor to determine variations in
the water content of approximately

*3 percent by volume with a spatial
accuracy of approximately 4 m in
the clay-mineral layer (Figure 22). Figure 22. Cable network sensor layout.
Because the cable sensor is a Reprinted with permission from Brandelik and Huebner, 1997.
relative measuring device, it needs
calibration from other absolute
data. Therefore, investigators'plan - -
to combine the cable sensor technology with a cryo-moisture sensor (LUMBRICUS) developed at KRC.
The moisture sensor calibrates itself in-situ without disturbing the measurement volume and without
any laboratory preparation. This sensor also measures density and can detect expansion and contraction
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cycles of the clay barrier. KRC installed a prototype of their system in an approximately 2,000-m2 clay
surface barrier in Karlsruhe, Germany. The calculated costs for acquisition, installation, and operation
during the first year were $4,per square meter. For more information, see Gernan patent 19,501,196
and Brandelik and Huebner,. 1997.
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4.0 FINAL COVERS

As discussed in Section 3, active landfills are open to the atmosphere, which allows precipitation to
enter and interact with waste to form leachate. The liner system must contain the leachate until it can be
removed and treated. Once a landfill cell is full, a final cover is placed over the waste to prevent
additional water from entering and generating more leachate. By preventing the entrance of water into
the landfill, eventually all the liquid in the lanidfill will be collected and treated, and the liner will no
longer need to act as a barrier to leachate migration. Some landfill owners minimize the amount of
leachate generated during the active life of a landfill with a "cover as you fill" strategy in which waste
is covered as soon as a section of a cell is complete (EPA 2002).

4.1 Design

The design requirements for hazardous waste (RCRA Subtitle C) covers are performance based and are
not prescribed by specific regulations. The covers are designed to:

* Minimize migration of liquids long-term.
* Function with minimum maintenance.
* Accommodate settling and subsidence.
* Have a hydraulic conductivity less than or equal to any bottom liner or natural subsoils present.

MSW (RCRA Subtitle D) covers function the same way, but have more specific design requirements
(U.S. EPA, 1985a; 1985b; 1987; 1989a; 1991; and 1993a).

Because the design of a final cover must consider climate, waste characteristics, and other site-specific
conditions, the minimum design recommendations may be altered provided that the alternative design
meets the intent of the regulations. For example, freeze/thaw cycles will damage a cover's compacted
soil layer. Hence, in northern parts of the country where the soil can freeze to depths greater than 60
cm, a thicker vegetation/soil layer is needed to protect the compacted soil layer. Although other layer
types may be called for on a site-specific basis, the most common optional layers are used to collect
gases and create a biotic barrier to prevent the intrusion of plant roots or burrowing animals.

4.1.1 RCRA Subtitle C

Since they are used for hazardous waste containment, Subtitle C covers are the most protective and
expensive to install. EPA issued minimum design guidance for covers under Subtitle C. The
recommended design, as shown in Figure 23, consists of the following layers:

e Low Hydraulic Conductivity Geomembrane/Soil Layer: A 60-cm layer of compacted, natural, or
amended soil with a hydraulic conductivity of Ix10 7 cm/s in intimate contact with a minimum
0.5-mm (20 mil) geomembrane liner (60 mil if the liner is HDPE).

• Drainage Layer A minimum 30-cm layer of soil having a minimum hydraulic conductivity of
lxl o12 cm/s, or a layer of geosynthetic material having the same characteristics. The drainage
layer should be covered by a sand filter or geosynthetic filter layer.
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* Top. VegetationlSoil Layer A top layer with vegetation (or an armored top surface) and a
minimum of 60 cm of soil graded at a slope between 3 and 5 percent.

4.1.2 RCRA Subtitle D

As specified in 40 CFR 258.60(a)(1-3), a
Subtitle D cap must, at a minimum:

* Have a permeability less than or equal.
to the permeability of any bottom
liner or natural subsoils present, or a
permeability no greater than lxI O'
crr/s, whichever is less.

* Minimize infiltration through the
containment unit using an infiltration
layer that includes a minimum of 45
cm of earthen material.
Minimize erosion of the final cover
using an erosion layer that contains a
minimum of 15 cm of earthen
material capable of sustaining native plant

Hence the minimum profile for a Subtitle D
cap is a 15-cm vegetative erosion layer,
over a 45-cm engineered soil infiltration
layer (usually a composite barrier of a -
geomembrane [GM] and compacted soil)
that blanikets' the waste (Figure 24).
Typically cover designs include other
components; such as a drainage layerand
gas collection system.

4.2 Monitoring '.:.

,.. ...........

As requjed jakaw * tapyer .;

Figure 23. Typical Subtitle C cover.

Source: EPA 2002.

t growth. ;; "
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Figure 24. Typical minimum Subtitle D cover.

Sourcer EPA 2002.

Subtitles C and D do not specify any direct monitoring requirements for covers. They do, however,
'require that the integrity and effectiveness of the 'final cover be maintained. Maintenance could include
a monitoring or inspection system to 'detect the effects of settlement, subsidence, erosion, or other.
disturbances, and prevent run-on and run-off from eroding or otherwise damaging the final cover.
Subtitle D requires a gas monitoring system to ensure that no dangerous buildup of methane gas occurs.

While the federal regulations do not require monitoring systems for covers, some states, like California,
do require them. California Title 23, Division 3, Chapter 15, Article 9, Section 2597(b) has a perfor-
mance requirement for cover monitoring that applies to landfill areas that will be redeveloped for
purposes other than non-irrigated open land. The owner/operator must provide a water balance'study (an
evapotranspiration study that shows that irrigatio-n water plus expected precipitation will not impact the
liner integrity) at the site and detailed design plans and description(s) of the monitoring system(s) that
will effectively detect penetration of the final cover by precipitation or applied irrigation waters.
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4.3 Leachate Inventory and Survey

Long-term monitoring systems for covers are primarily performance based and do not generally require
direct measurements. The most typical system used for cover leaks is to monitor the flow of leachate in
the leachate collection system. Visual inspection of the cover (or survey marker comparison) is the
industry standard for detecting settlement and subsidence.

A leachate inventory is a surrogate method for examining cover integrity and is required for hazardous
waste liners' although it is not required for MSW liners. As a result, it is the most common method used
to determine if the cover leaks. The inventory involves comparing the volumes of liquid being pumped
or treated in the containment leachate collection system over time. For a closed cell with a final cover,
the volume of liquid should decrease over time. If the cover leaks, the volume of liquid should increase.
However, depending upon the type and volume of waste, even a large breach in the cover might go
unnoticed for a long time, and clogging of the collection system could mask infiltration rates (EPA
2002).

Survey techniques are used to evaluate potential subsidence and settlement problems. Subsidence
occurs when one part of a landfill loses mass faster than another, creating differential elevations that
can cause the cover to rupture. Settling usually occurs at MSW landfills as the materials in them
biodegrade over time. This type of mass loss has potential to damage the integrity of cover systems, but
usually does not result in the high tensile stress caused by differential subsidence and the accompanying
ponding of water.

There are two general techniques for monitoring the subsidence and settlement of landfill covers. The
first method involves surveying the position of monuments placed on the landfill surface at closure. The
monuments are'surveyed initially for elevation and then periodically re-surveyed to determine if their
elevation has changed.' A significant change in the elevation of one monument relative to the others
would indicate differential subsidence that can stress cover materials and cause failure. General loss of
elevation compared with a survey marker located away from the landfill proper indicates settlement is
occurring.

The second method for monitoring' subsidence and settlement, which is usually combined with the first,
involves creating topographic maps with relatively small contour intervals. Topographic maps can be
highly accurate if they are created using aerial photographs as well as survey data. Topographic maps
are created after the containment unit is closed. Subsequent aerial photographs can be compared with
the baseline map to determine if there has been any subsidence or settlement. This method is more
expensive, but also is much more accurate than using survey markers alone.

4.4 Technologies

Although direct measurements are not typically required for the performance monitoring of landfill
covers, technologies are available for monitoring beneath covers. However, as a result of the landfill
gases that accumulate under the cover, many of the devices used in liner monitoring cannot be used to
monitor covers because they will detect the gases. Furthermore, monitoring beneath covers requires
access to the monitoring devices through the cover, which can increase monitoring and maintenance
costs; landfills that are subject to differential subsidence or settlement will present additional design and
maintenance problems. Despite these potential obstacles, liner monitoring devices may be useful in
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some cover designs. The portable electrical system design listed below requires a single access point to
materials lying beneath the cover geomembrane, but the actual measurement and leak detection
activities take place on top of the cover. Hence, it avoids most access, settlement, and subsidence
issues. '

Alternative cover designs for landfills in arid and semi-arid climates often rely on the field capacity of
the cover soil, rather than a low permeability barrier, to prevent infiltration of the landfill wastes. In
these instances, monitoring is done to ensure that moisture is not reaching a calculated depth into the
soil layer where the monitoring devices would be placed. Liner technologies, such as lysimeters, and
capacitance sensors are effective, as are any of the electric grid designs. Technologies specific to covers
include fiber optic stress gauges and open-path Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy.

4.4.1 Moisture Measuring Devices

As discussed in Section 3.3.8, capacitance sensors, neutron probes, and lysimeters are moisture
measuring devices that can be used to monitor landfill liners. These devices also can be used in
monitoring alternative cover designs that rely on the grain size of the cover'soil, vegetation, and field
capacity to prevent water from infiltrating the waste. The devices are placed within the' cover to monitor
moisture content and show that saturated conditions are'not reached. All of these instruments have been
used for landfill cap monitoring.

Examples. A monolithic, evapotranspiration cover consisting of 1.5 m of gravelly sand with silt was
installed at the Phelan Landfill in Phelan, CA. Performance is being monitored with four 0.9-m wide by
15.25-rn long HDPE lysimeters consisting of a 40-mil HDPE geomembrane overlain with two layers of
geo-grid and a geotextile to collect percolation. The percolation is measured with a tipping bucket gauge
at a resolution of 0.025 cm. In addition, theie are 'eight soil moisture capacitance probes located at each
lysimeter to monitor soil moisture.

Neutron probes are used to monitor the performance of a capillary barrier style cap at the Gaffey Street
Sanitary Landfill in Wilmington, CA. The cover was constructed with 1 foot of vegetated soil, 3 feet of
silty sandy soil, an 8 oz/yd2 geotextile filter and 0.5 foot of drainage gravel. Dry wells' have been placed
in the cap at two locations, and probes are periodically run down them to check for moisture content.

A seven acre monolithic evapotranspiration cover was used at the Coffey County Landfill in Burlington,
KS. The cover consists of six inches of-topsoil cover over 42 inches of compacted silty clay. Two
approximately 15-mn long by 9-mn wide ysimeters were placed at the base of the silty clay to monitor
cover performance.. -,

Tenslometers

While the mechanism of operation is the same as was described for advanced tensiometers in Section
3.3.8, tensiometers used for cover monitoring do not have the depth or distance requirements that may
be needed for monitoring liners.''
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Status. Shallow tensiometers were developed to
measure soil moisture primarily for scheduling
agricultural irrigation events. They have been
employed in agricultural and forestry applications Reservoir
for many years and are an established technology
with many vendors. -Vacuum

Gauge

General Attributes. Tensiometers can be grouped -Hollow Tube
into two broad designs-those that use vacuum
dial gages (Figure 25) and those that use pressure
transducers. The dial gauge design is less
expensive but is not generally automated. Dial
gauges also are usually located at the surface of
the ground and are affected by barometric
pressure and temperature changes, which must be -Ceramic Cup
accounted for in data interpretation. Pressure
transducer tensiometers, while more expensive,
can be automated and queried remotely, thereby
saving on labor costs. Depending upon the Figure 25. Gage tenslometer.
design, they too can be subject to barometric Coutesy- University of Calirarnia, Davi.
pressure and temperature fluctuations. Both
categories need their water supply manually
replenished on a regular basis.

Examples. No examples of commercial deployment of tensiometers for monitoring covers were found.
They have been used by various groups to investigate the viability of alternative landfill cover systems.

Time Domain Reflectometry Probes

Time domain reflectometry probes operate similarly
to the cables described in the liner Section 3.3.5. A
very fast step voltage increase is sent by a cable
tester down a co-axial cable to a probe that contains
two (Figure 26), three, or four prongs. The tester
(generally with a fast oscilloscope) captures the
reflected waveforms'and can be set to capture all or
any part of the wave including those from the probe
alone. The reflected waveforms indicate changes in
permittivity or impedance in the material between the
conductors. The materials causing these changes
would be the plastic separating the two wires, the
plastic head holding the rods in place in the probe,
and the soil between the rods. The permittivity of the Figure 26. Time domain reflectometry
soil is a function of soil type and moisture content. probe.
Hence, for accurate readings the probe should be C U A Corps of Engineer
calibrated to site-specific conditions.
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Status. TDR probes were originally developed to measure soil moisture for agricultural applications and
are widely available though a number of vendors. More recently they have found application in
monitoring soil moisture in alternative landfill cover designs.

General Attributes. TDR probes can be multiplexed and used for unattended automated data collection.
<They can be set at different depths to provide a soil moisture profile within a landfill cover.
Calibratibnlinterpretation problems may be experienced when the probes are placed in dry soils with
low bulk density or when deployed in soils containing expansive (smectite) clays (Evett, 2000).

Examples. An evapotranspiration cover was placed over the 100-acre Coyote Canyon Landfill located
in Somis, CA. The design of the landfill 6ov'er consists of a 30-inch fine sand barrier layer overlain by a
78-inch vegetative layer that was made with locally obtained borrow soils. The imoisture content of the
cover is measured by three stacks of TDRs. The TDRs were placed at depths of 6, 12, 24, 36, 51, 66,
84, 93,'and 102 inches and initially monitored on an-hourly basis. The TDRs'h'ave shown moisture
intrusion into the cap to a maximum depth of 36 inches.

An evapotranspiration cover was placed over the 166-acre Lopez Canyon Sanitary Landfill located in
Los Angeles,'CA. The landfill cover consists of a 3-foot silty sand/clayey sand layer, which overlies a
2-foot foundation layer. Two of the four c6611covers have monitoring systems that consist of two stacks
of TDR probes, that measure soil moisture at 24-inch intervals to a maximum depth of 78 inches.

For more examples of covers and mbnitorifig systems see:
* http://cluin.org/products/altcovers/usersearcfh/lsearch.cfm

v4.4.2 Electrode Grids

While not common, electrode grid systems similar to those discussed in Section 3.3.6 for liners can be
used for monitoring landfill covers. Differential settlement issues can make their design difficult and
their long-term viability problematic.

An automated electrode grid was deployed at a former mining site as part of a cover monitoring system
(U.S. DOE, 2003). The 62-acre rock dump (sulfidic waste rock and spent heap leach ore) was covered
with a geotextile overlain by 15 feet of soil. Before placing the cover, 600 stainless steel electrodes,
each connected to 18-gauge copper wire, were placed on a 25-foot center grid over the waste. The wires
connect to a control station'where the 'electiodes'can be"queried to generatet a detailed resistivity map.
The electrode grid provides information on moisture changes within the pile and detects whether any
moisture is penetrating the cover. Design and maintenance issues were greatly reduced at the rock dump
site because the dump is not expected to settle or subside - -

(http://subsurface.inel.gov/information/newsletterNol4lssl /giltedge.asp).

4.4.3 Portable Electrical Systems -

The portable electrical system described in Section 3.3.7 of the Liner Chapter can also be used to locate
leaks in cover systems containing geomembranes. The geomembrane cover leak location method
transmits an electrical current from an electrode in a conductive medium above the liner (Figure 27).
The current flows through any breaks in the liner and is received by a second electrode placed in a
conductive medium below the geomembrane liner. Electrical potential measurements on the surface of
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the conductive media using moving electrodes locates holes in the liner. The high current density
caused by localize'd current flowing through the holes causes a localized characteristic leak signal that
can be located with great accuracy.

Status. The system was designed for locating leaks in geomembranes and is commercially available. It
has been widely applied in both the United States and abroad ard is offered by over 20 vendors. ASTM
Standard D 7007 includes standard practices for locating leaks in geomembranes covered with earthen
materials.

General Attributes. Geomembrane leak location surveys can be applied at any time on any containment
cover that has a geomemlrane liner. The results are available in the' field. It does not require sensors
and associated cabling to be installed during construction of the cover. There is no up-front investment
needed for installation so the method can be applied only if indicated by increased leachate levels.

Examples. While portable electrical systems could be deployed for long-term monitoring, no examples
were found. The system is most often used for spot checking when a problem is suspected or the
integrity of the liner is an important safety concern. Examples of the former a survey at a CERCLA
landfill cover in New York after construction damage was noted in the geomembrane and a survey at a
large landfill in Connecticut after leachate levels were observed to be increasing. The survey of a
Kentucky landfill that contained hydrogen cyanide waste is an example of monitoring for safety
reasons.
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4.4.4 Fiber Optic Stress Gauges -.

Fiber optic stress gauges use changes in light reflectance to sense deformnation. By attaching fiber optic
- cables to the underside of a geomembrane cover, changes in the membrane position due to subsidence

and settlement can be detected and, depending upon the density of the attached cables, accurately
located. .

Status. Fiber optic stress gauges function in much the same fashion as metal stress gauges, which are
used to measure deformation of a material from its original emplaced form. Metal gauges have been
employed in the construction industry for a number of years and generally rely on a change in the

'resistance of the metal when it is deformed.

General Attributes. Fiber optic stress gauges for landfill cover monitoring have not been.
commercialized. If used, fiber optic stress gauges must be installed during initial construction of a
cover. The cables are attached to a central control unit that tests them on a predetermined schedule. This
type of system alerts the operator to a shift in the geomembrane cover due to lateral sloughing of the
cover material or vertical displacement due to differential subsidence. Near continuous and automated
monitoring provides forrelatively inexpensive operation. However, the gauges may need to be replaced
after detecting movement.

Examples. SNL has been conducting experiments to automate the detection of differential subsidence
using geomembranes with embedded fiber optic stress gauges (Borns, 1997). By incorporating fiber
optics into geomembranes, the SNL has produced a membrane that can be monitored for strain. This
capability is 'especially useful for detecting stretching and tearing in geomembrane liners and covers.
Strain detection is possible because the fiber optic lines are crimped into small folds called -

"microbends." These microbends are either distributed evenly along the entire optical fiber, or the fiber
has short sections of microbends a few meters apart. As the geomembrane tears or stretches, the
microbends flatten out, clanging the way optical signals'are reflected through them.

Field-scale testing on the SNL Geosynthetic Membrane Monitoring System was completed in October
1997. During the test, a 43-by-4.5-m section of geomembrane was installed as a cover over a test

'facility that was designed to simulate both'local and general subsidence. The strain in the geomembrane
was measured for three months as water and air drained from fabric bladders and inner tubes in the test
cell.'The strain data indicated the location and magnitude of the subsidence.

4.4.5 Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy'-:

FTIR spectroscopy measures the chemical absorption of specific energy bands in the infrared (IR)
spectrum. Not all chemicals absorb in the IR range of a given instrument, but those that do create a
pattern unique to each. Detection by IR analysis is accomplished by measuring the absorption of energy
by molecules in a target sample. The concentration of the chemical can be estimated from the amount of
energy absorbed. FrIR instruments can be deployed either in an open path mode or through the use of a
portable cell. A typical open path FTIR spectroscopy system includes an IR source, a Michelson
interferometer, beam splitter, helium-neon laser for beam alignmnent, collimating telescope, and
detector. The system can be set up in either a bistatic or monostatic configuration (U.S. EPA, 1999). In
the bistatic configuration, an IR source transmits a beam of energy directly through the area where
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chemical measurement is desired to a receiving detector on the other side. In the monostatic
configuration, an IR source transmits a beam of energy through the area where chemical measurement
is desired to a retroreflector that reflects it back through the area to a receiving detector. In both
configurations, the concentration reported is an average over the area traversed. With portable cells air
is drawn into the cell where it is queried by bouncing a light beam repeatedly between the ends of the
cell. After a fixed number of bounces the light exits the cell where it is captured by a detection system
that measures the amount of energy absorbed.

Status. Open-path Fourier transform infrared (OP-FTIR) spectroscopy is an established analytical
technique that measures the concentrations of non-atmospheric gases that may escape from a landfill
cover. If gases escape from a section of the cover, presumably liquids can infiltrate the containment unit
via the same conduits. The primary use of OP-FTIR in hazardous chemical work has been for fence-line
monitoring at industrial sites and remedial action sites. FTIR cell systems are also established and find
their principal use in laboratory settings.

General Attributes. An OP-FTIR spectroscopy system can be deployed as a permanent system or as a
temporary one to periodically check for releases. The technology is capable of identifying a broad range
of chemicals in the low ppbv range. In general, a total travel distance of 100 meters or more is required
to achieve good detection limits. While automated systems have been used in industrial fence-line
applications, detection of cover leaks would likely require a radial configuration of multiple points, that
cannot be automated. A skilled operator is needed for OP-FTIR spectroscopy.

Examples. EPA used OP-FTIR spectroscopy. to determine if gases escaping from a closed Superfund
landfill will present a health risk to people if the landfill is redeveloped into a soccer field. The landfill
cover was gridded, and retroreflectors were placed in each grid cell. This configuration allowed average K
measurements to be taken over increasing distances and also provided for good areal coverage. The
field work took three days and identified three separate methane gas releases. No other contaminants
were detected. Detection limits generally ranged between 4 and 60 ppbv (U.S. EPA, 2004).

I-CORP International, Inc. has deployed a portable FTIR spectrometer that is mounted on a vehicle. The
instrument can measure the distribution of methane, non-methane hydrocarbons, and carbon dioxide.
When these measurements are combined with a global positioning system, exact locations of gas
concentrations can be mapped. The spectrometer has an 8-foot long sample cell that is moved across the
cover. As the cell moves, air flows through it and potential contaminants are measured. I-CORP reports
a sensitivity of less than 0.1 ppm when analyses are conducted every second. However, with somewhat
less sensitivity, the instrument is capable of producing 100 readings a second, and hence can provide
near continuous data as it traverses the cover.
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5.0 SUMMARYAND DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS

LINERS

The industry standard for monitoring ben'eath'the liner of a containment unit is to place groundwater
monitoring wells at the downgradient edge of thie'iriit and periodically test the groundwater for'changes
in'its quality.' In the event thatian altemrntive'to groujdwater monitoring is needed or required, this study
identified 13 technologies that have been used ionimonitor the vadose ione beneath a containment liner,
or have the potential to do so. Table I sufnimarizes the key attributes of these technologies.

Advanced tensiometer. Advanced tensiometers are a variation on traditional tensiometers that allows
' them' tobe automated and 'deployed at depth (60 meters or greater) 'and at angles ranging from
' horizontal to vertical. They are used to measure'theimoisture content of the soil in their immediate
vicinity.- They can'be deployed during or after the construction of the landfill liner but their'location
must allow-access for maintenance. " ' ' - -

Cable network sensor. Cable network sensors are an experimental technology developed in Europe.
They measure the change in the dielectric of clay, which is used in the compacted soil layers of liners.
The change in dielectric is brought about by a change in moisture content. The released liquid must be
'capable of changing'the dielectric of the'clay, but does not need to directly contact the cable. The
sensors are placed in the soil when the containment unit is constructed and must be queried by a trained
operator. ' ' -

i ' Capacitance sensors. Capacitance sensors were developed primarily for use in agriculture and
construction. The sensors measure th6'moisture content of the soil in theirrimmediate vicinity. Hence,
'for use at landfills they must be'placed during construction at points deemed most vulnerable to leaking
or in areas where infiltrating leachate might be expected if a failure occurs. Capacitance sensors can be
automated and do not require highly skilled 'operators. One landfill in Califomia was identifiedias
having a capacitance system in place. "

Dtffusion hoses. While diffusion hoses have been deployed beneath landfills in Europe, they are used
mostly in detecting releases-from equipment,: tanks,'and pipelines at chemical and petroleum facilities.
Diffusion systems detect chemical vapors th t'are released fro m chemical spills or leachate releases that
are capable of diffusing through their permeable tubing walls. If there are no volatile compounds in the
leachate, then diffusion hoses will not detect the release. Diffusion hoses can be 'placed during or after
construction of a'&contairnment unit and are typically automated. They canhprovide chemical
concentrations, speciation, and, dependiing 6n the design of the monitoring system,' its specific or
general location.' * - - -)

. lircetia sensin wir ca .M , . .I;tt1; i l',- , -. ;-.' '

Electrochemial sensing wire cables. Electr6chemic al sensing wire cables have been installed to
monitor a doubled-lined hazardous waste acid impoundment. However, in general, these cables are used
primarily for detecting releases from equipment, tanks, and pipelines at chemical and petroleum
facilities. Electrochemical sensing wire'>ables rely on a direct interaction of the cable with the liquid,
which triggerg a shortfbetween 'a continuity line and an alarm line. The'cables are all continuous, fully
-automated systems that can'detehrminie'the exa6t'locaiion of a release. Some cables'miist be replaced if a
release occurs, and if the leak is not riepair'edthe system'will emit a continuous alarm. The cables

a' - '' ; ' .'.' '
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require a protective, perforated piping to avoid being crushed. This piping allows for the maintenance
and replacement of cables. The piping can be placed either during construction of the containment unit,
or afterward using horizontal drilling.

Electrode grids. Electrode grids were developed specifically for monitoring beneath the liner of a
landfill or impoundment. They measure points where electrical current flows through breaks in the liner
or measure changes in the localized resistivity of the conductive layer caused by fluids flowing through
the breaks. Over 120 electrode grids have been deployed. They consist of a series of electrodes
individually connected by cables to a central processing unit. The grid is placed beneath the liner during
construction of the containment unit.

Portable electrical systems. Portable electrical systems are used extensively as a quality assurance tool
following liner construction, but no examples of their use in permanent monitoring systems were
identified. The system detects holes in the liner by impressing a current between an electrode located
within the liner system and an electrode grounded outside the liner system. A detection probe is then
used to scan the liner to locate any leakage of current caused by breaches in the liner. The system can be
used over the service life of a surface impoundment but is generally restricted to construction quality
assurance for landfill liners.

Intrinsicfiber optic sensors. Intrinsic fiber optic sensors are primarily used for leak detection in the
chemical and petroleum industries. The sensors are chemically sensitive to a target chemical or class of
chemicals. As a chemical or class of chemicals is adsorbed by the sensor, it changes the effective index
of refraction of the sensor, which is determined by measuring the amount of light transmitted through
an optical fiber..The probes generally have to be regenerated over time. This regeneration requires that
they be placed in accessible locations, such as dry, vertical, perimeter wells or in perforated piping laid V
under the liner. No examples of the deployment of intrinsic fiber optic sensors at a landfill were found.

Lysimeters. Lysimeters are used primarily in agriculture for irrigation programs and water balance
studies. They are commonly deployed at landfills in California. There are two basic designs: (1) suction
lysimeters, which sample pore water under negative pressure; and (2) plate/pan lysimeters, which
collect free-flowing percolation. In general, they are placed during construction of the landfill and are
sampled manually. Lysimeters measure a limited area around and/or above them and may collect
insufficient sample volume if speciation of the chemicals is desired.

Neutron probes. Neutron probes are a standard geophysical instrument used to measure the moisture
content of the soil in the immediate vicinity of an open borehole or well casing. It works by counting
back-scattered neutrons that have been slowed down by their interaction with hydrogen atoms. The
count is directly related to the amount of moisture in the formation. When used at landfills, neutron
probes must be pulled through horizontal or angled piping, which can be placed during construction or
retrofitted. Several landfills in the western U.S. employ neutron probes as part of their vadose zone
monitoring system.

Soil gas. Soil gas systems are primarily used in site characterization studies and for leak detection
monitoring at petroleum and chemical facilities. Soil gas systems measure volatile chemicals that have

. partitioned into the soil gas from escaping leachate. In passive soil gas systems, a sorbent device is
placed in a dry well and the sorbed chemicals are measured after a pre-specified period of time. In
active soil gas systems, the soil gas is pumped from the dry well and analyzed. Passive systems cannot

3<
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- be automated, but active ones can. In silty and clayey soil, the time required for detecting a release can
be quite long. Depending upon the number and placement of the dry wells, soil gas systems can identify
the release location. Several landfills in the Western U.S. use soil gas systems as part of their vadose
zone monitoring program.

Time domain reflectometry detection cables. Although time domain reflectometry detection cables are
primarily used to detect releases at petroleum and chemical facilities, they have been used for vadose
zone leak detection under double-lined acid impoundments and for monitoring piping that transports
leachate from a landfill to a holding or treatment center. Time domain reflectometry depends on a
change in impedance in the cable caused by an infiltrating liquid or gas. The distance to the change in
impedance is easily calculated to determine the general area of the release. The cables must be shielded
in protective, perforated piping, which can be installed while the containmentunit is being constructed
or as a retrofit. The cables are fully automated, and if the leak is repaired the cables can be dried and
reused.

Wire net. Wire nets were designed to monitor the vadose zone beneath containment unit liners and have
been deployed at several units in Europe. A wire net consists of two arrays of orthogonally oriented
wire electrodes that are separated by a thin layer of permeable, but resistive material, such as sand. The
system detects leaks in the liner by measuring changes in the resistivity between the wire electrodes. In
general, the system must be queried by a trained operator.

COVERS

The primary reason for performance monitoring of covers is to make sure water is not introduced to the
landfill wastes. The industry standard for monitoring cover integrity is to visually inspect the cover and
to measure leachate production over time to ensure that the volume is decreasing. Four of the
technologies used to monitor liners-capacitance sensors, lysimeters, electrode grids, and portable
electrical systems-have also been deployed for covers. Two more of the technologies that are found in
the liner section-tensiometers and time domain reflectometry are also used to monitor covers but they
use a different configuration and are discussed below. Two additional technologies-fiber optic stress
gauges and Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy-wvere identified as having been designed for or
deployed in final cover monitoring.

Fiber optic stress gauges. Fiber optic stress gauges are an experimental technology designed
specifically for measuring deformation of geomembranes caused by lateral sloughing or vertical
displacement, which can occur during settlement and subsidence. Fiber optic cables are attached
directly to a geomembrane cover when it is installed. These cables measure changes in reflectance that
are indicative of changes in their position on the geomembrane. A change in position is generally
caused by a shift in the geomembrane due to general or differential settlement. The location of the
reflectance change is easily determined. While the system does not indicate that a breach has occurred
in the cover, it does alert the operator to a potential problem.

Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy. FTIR spectroscopy is primarily used in the environmental
field to monitor volatile chemical releases from industrial facilities and remediation actions at the fence
line. Open path-FTIR spectroscopy provides an average concentration of a variety of organic and
inorganic chemicals at the ppbv level over preset distances. A radial survey approach is used when
monitoring a final cover, to locate hotspots caused by escaping volatiles. If a hotspot allows a
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significant release of gas, it might also allow water to enter the landfill. FTIR equipment can also be
mounted on a vehicle, which can be driven across the tbp of the cover to look for hotspots. When the
vehicle is equipped with a GPS, exact locations of hotspots can be mapped as they are encountered.

Tensiometers. Tensiometers measure soil moisture content in the immediate vicinity of their porous
ceramic cups. They can be deployed singularly without automation or multiplexed with automation.
They find their best use in measuring changes in moisture content over time within the overlying soil
layers of a cover.

Time domain reflectometry probes. Time domain reflectometry probes relate changes in impedances in
the soil between probe prongs to its moisture content. They are automated and typically arrayed in
vertical stacks to track changes in moisture content with depth in cover soils.
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Table 1. Key Attributes of Vadose Zone
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'''APPENDIX-A''

. .Glossary

Capacitance sensor. An instrument used to measure the difference in electric potential between two
points in the soil. This data is then used to determine the amount of water in the soil.

Capillary zone: The area immediately above the saturated zone where water is drawn up into pores by
capillary pressure.

Dielectric: The ability of a dielectric to store electrical potential energy under the influence of an
electric field measured by the ratio of the capacitance of a condenser with the material as
dielectric to its capacitance with vacuum as dielectric.

Field capacity: The quantity of water that can be held by soil against the pull of gravity.

Gypsum block: A cylindrical block of calcium sulfate (CaSO4) into which two electrodes are inserted.
The block is porous and allows water to move in and out as the soil wets and dries. In the
presence of moisture the CaSQ4 goes into solution allowing ion movement between the two
electrodes. The current can be measured and is directly related to soil moisture content.

Heap leaching: A method for extracting precious metals from low grade ores where the ore is placed in
a pile and a leaching solution, usually cyanide, is poured over it and then recovered.

Hydraulic conductivity: A coefficient of proportionality describing the rate at which water can move
through a permeable medium. Hydraulic conductivity is a function of both the intrinsic
permeability of the porous medium and the kinematic viscosity of the water that flows through it.
In older documents, hydraulic conductivity is referred to as the coefficient of permeability.

Impedance: A material's opposition to the flow of electrical current.

Permeability: The capacity of a soil to transmit a fluid.

Permeameter: An instrument used to measure the permeability of a soil.

Soil water potential: The amount of work needed, per unit quantity of pure water, to transport the pure
water from the reference state to the state in question, reversibly and isothermally.

Suction lysimeter A device for collecting pore water from soils. Usually consisting of a ceramic cup,
reservoir, and collection tube.

Time domain reflectrometry: The measurement of an electromagnetic pulse sent down a coaxial cable to
detect an impedance change or discontinuity.
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Vadose zone: The area in the subsurface that lies between the ground surface and the capillary zone.

Water balance: Evapotranspiration study that shows the fate of water that is applied to an area (e.g., how
much is used by vegetation, evaporates, or infiltrates).

Wicking: The process of pulling a liquid into a material using differential potential pressures.
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APPENDIX B'

List of Contacts, Vendors, and Products

Advanced Tensiometer

In-Situ Inc.
P.O. Box I
210 S. Third Street
Laramie, WY 82073 USA
Phone: (307) 742-8213
Fax: (307) 721-7598
Website: http://www.in-situ.com

North Wind Environmental, Inc.
P.O. Box 51174
Idaho Falls, ID 83402
Phone: (208) 528-8718
Fax: (208) 528-8714 ,
Website: http://www.nwindenv.com

Chemical Fiber Optic Leak Detection

DecisionLink, Inc.
1181 Grier Dr., Bldg B
Las Vegas, NV 89119
Phone: (702) 361-3027
Fax: (702) 361-9652

Diffusion Hose

Siemens AG
Bereich Power Generation
KWU NW-D
Freyeslebenstr. 1
P.O. Box 3220
D-91058 Erlangen
Phone: (09131) 18-3615 or 18-5043
Website: http://www.siemens.com

This list of vendors is not meant to be comprehensive and was developedfrom either their
mention in the literature or websites that provided descriptions of devices that may be applicable to
monitoring liners or covers. Mention of trade names or commercial products does not constitute
endorsement or recommendation for use.
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Electrical Grid Systems

Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe.
Postfach 3640'
D-76021 Karlsruhe, Germany
Dr. Alexander Brandelik
Phone: 49 (0) 7247-823913

SENSOR International Environmental Protection
11 Avenue de la Libert6 - L 1931 - Luxembourg
Phone: 352 489 921
Fax: (352) 2629 6328
Email: sensorgsensoriep.com

SRK Consulting
Suite 115
3275 West Ina Rd.
Tucson, AZ 85741
Phone: (520) 544-3688
Fax: (520) 544-9853
Website: http://www.na.srk.coml

Electrochemical Sensing Wire Cable

Tyco Thermal Controls LLC
300 Constitution Dr.
Menlo Park, CA 94025-1164
Tel (800) 545-6258 (within U.S. only)
Tel (650) 216-1526 (outside U.S.)
Fax (800) 527-5703
Website: http://www.tycothermal.com/northamerica/english/leakdetection/default.asp

Lysimeters

Soilmoisture Equipment, Corp.
P.O. Box 30025
Santa Barbara, CA 93105
Phone: (805) 964-3525
Fax: (805) 683-2189
Website: http://soilmoisture.com
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Moisture Capacitance Instruments

Troxler Electronic Laboratories, Inc.
P.O. Box 12057
3008 Cornwallis Rd.
Research Triangle Park, NC 27709
Phone: (919) 549-8661
Fax: (919) 549-0761
Website: http://www.troxlerlabs.coriPRODUCTS/fieldequip.html

Neutron Probes

CPN International, Inc.
2830 Howe Road
Martinez, CA 94553
Phone: 925-228-9770
Fax: 925-228-3183
Toll Free: 800-468-4276
Website: http://www.cpn-intl.com

Portable Electric Systems

I-CORP International, Inc.
6072 N. Ocean Blvd.
Ocean Ridge, FL 33435
Phone: (561) 369-0795
Fax: (561) 369-0895
Website: http://www.geosynthetic.com

- . ., .;
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Leak Location Services, Inc.
16124 University Oak
San Antonio, TX 78249
Phone: (210) 408-1241
Fax: (210) 408-1242
Website: http://www.llsi.com

Soil Gas

Tracer Research Corporation
3755 North Business Center Drive
Tucson, AZ 85705-2944
Phone: (800) 394-9929
Fax: (520) 293-1306
Website: http://www.tracertight.com
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Time Domain Reflectometry Probes

Dynamax, Inc.
10808 Fallstone Suite 350
Houston, TX 77099
Phone: (281) 564-5100
Fax: (281) 564-5200
Website: http://www.dynamax.com

Soilmoisture Equipment, Inc.
P.O. Box 30025
Santa Barbara, CA 93105
Phone: (805) 964-3525
Fax: (805) 683-2189
Website: http://soilmoisture.com

Campbell Scientific, Inc.
815 West 1800 North
Logan, Utah 84321-1784
Phone: (435) 753-2342
Fax: (435) 750-9540
Website: http://www.campbellsci.com

Time Domain Reflectometry Sensor Cable

Perma-Pipe, Inc.
7720 North Lehigh Ave.
Niles, IL 60714
Phone: (847) 966-2235
Fax: (847) 470-1204
Website: http://www.permapipe.com
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